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If you’ve ever knit anything in the round -- a hat or socks or gloves – you’ve seen this direction:  PLACE 
MARKER AND JOIN IN THE ROUND, BEING CAREFUL NOT TO TWIST STITCHES.  That first stitch must be 
done with great care or you have a disaster.  This cowl purposely twists the stitches.  The result is an intri-
guing little circle of fabric with some strange twists and turns.  I think it is a double mobius, but I’m not sure.  
Play with distributing the twists and you can get several looks.  As with the no-twist technique, that first 
stitch is critical and must be done just so.  Because the cowl lies with the right side of the fabric out in some 
spots and the wrong side out in others, it can only be made in a pattern that looks the same on both sides.  I 
chose a 5-stitch/6-row check but anything from plain garter stitch to seed stitch, any check pattern or a trian-
gle or diamond combination will be fine.  Make several with different patterns. 

 

Materials:  1 skein of Cascade Epiphany.  Pictured cowl is Color #1301.  Size 6 24-inch circular needles OR 
SIZE REQUIRED TO OBTAIN DESIRED TEXTURE, marker.  

 

Gauge:   Approximately 6 sts to the inch but a little off won’t matter. 

 

DIRECTIONS 
 

Cast on 130 sts.  Place marker and join in the round BEING CAREFUL TO TWIST JUST HALF A TURN.  It is criti-
cal that the twist be just half a turn, if there is more twist than that the result will be a coiled knot that is 
mathematically intriguing but useless as something to wear.  This is how I am sure to get the twist right.  
Begin by lining the stitches up to join them without a twist like you have done in the part.  Have the tops of 
the stitches facing up and the cast on edge facing down.  Now take the first 3 or 4 stitches and twist them 
just 180 degrees so that the top of the stitches are facing down and the cast on edge up. Place a marker and 
knit the first stitch to join and then continue knitting twisting the stitches to get them in the right orientation 
to knit them comfortably as you proceed around the needle.  Work a garter stitch border of 7 rows, knitting 
rows 1,3, 5 and 7 and purling rows 2, 4 and 6. 

 

Work check pattern as follows:  Rows 1-6:  *K5, P5, repeat from * to end of row.  Rows 7-12:  *P5, K5, repeat 
from * to end of row.  Repeat rows 1-12 until cowl is about 8-1/2 inches from cast on edge, ending with a 
row 6 or row 12.  As your fabric grows you will need to keep twisting the fabric to line up the stitches, this 
gets more and more fun.  Work another 6 rounds of garter stitch and bind off. 

 

Now play with your cowl to come up with ways it looks great around your neck!! 


